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The Jesus I Never Knew 2008-09-09
how does the jesus of the new testament compare to the jesus we think we know so well join bestselling author
philip yancey as he conducts an enlightening biblical and historical investigation into the real jesus from the manger
in bethlehem to the cross in jerusalem philip yancey presents a complex character who generates questions as well
as answers a disturbing and exhilarating jesus who wants to radically transform your life and stretch your faith in
the jesus i never knew yancey cuts through existing views and preconceptions of jesus citing experts from church
history modern history and popular culture discusses how different people and cultures view jesus dissects popular
quotes about jesus points us back to the bible the jesus i never knew will engage your heart mind emotions and
senses preparing you for a new life changing encounter with the real jesus described in the gospels praise for the
jesus i never knew this is the best book about jesus i have ever read probably the best book about jesus in the
whole century yancey gently took away my blinders and blazed the trail through my own doubting fears pious know
it all and critical balderdash until i saw the savior anew and thought i heard him ask me now whom do you say that i
am and i understood the question as i never had before lewis b smedes senior professor fuller seminary philip
yancey takes the reader with him on his very personal journey to jesus in the jesus i never knew i became
convinced that the jesus i met in some ways for the first time has known me all along this book is destined to
become a favorite to recommend to those still seeking jesus and to pass along to those who ve met him but long to
know him more elisa morgan president emerita mops international

The Jesus I Never Knew 1996-11-11
this leader s guide makes for a complete easy to lead interactive curriculum for groups large or small who want to
capture a fresh challenging and life changing vision of the jesus of the gospels

Jesus I Never Knew/Disappointment with God Compilation, LTD
2007-05
a softcover compilation featuring two books by philip yancey

The Jesus Who Never Lived 2008
jesus asked no more profound question than this one that he posed to his disciples he asks that same question of
you today but how can anyone know for certain who jesus is when confronted with so many different views of him is
he the good but powerless jesus of world religions the less than fully god jesus of the cults of christianity the
mystical and even sensual jesus of hollywood and popular media

The Jesus I Never Knew 1999
in the hearts of all mankind of whatever race or station in life there are inexpressible longings for something they
do not now possess this longing is implanted in the very constitution of man by a merciful god that man may not be
satisfied with his present conditions or attainments whether bad or good or better god desires that the human
shallseek the best and find it to the eternal blessing of his soul satan by wily scheme and craft has perverted these
longings of the human heart he makes men believe that this desire may be satisfied by pleasure by wealth by ease
by fame by power but those who have been thus deceived by him and they number myriads find all these things
pall upon the sense leaving the soul as barren and unsatisfied as before it is god s design that this longing of the
human heart should lead to the one who alone is able to satisfy it the desire is of him that it may lead to him the
fullness and fulfillment of that desire that fullness is found in jesus the christ the son of the eternal god forit was the
good pleasure of the father that in him should all the fullness dwell for in him dwelleth all the fullness of the
godhead bodily and it is also true that in him ye are made full with respect to every desire divinely implanted and
normally followed haggai calls him the desire of all nations and we may well call him the desire of all ages even as
he is the king of ages it is the purpose of this book to set forth jesus christ as the one in whom every longing may
be satisfied there is many a life of christ written excellent books large funds of information elaborate essays on
chronology and contemporaneous history customs and events with much of the teaching and many glimpses of the
many sided life of jesus of nazareth yet it may be truly said the half has never been told it is not however the
purpose of this work to set forth a harmony of the gospels or even to give in stricdy chronological order the
important events and wonderful iessons of the life of christ its purpose is to present the love of god as revealed in
his son the divine beauty of life of christ of which a1l may partake and not to satisfy the desires of the merely
curious nor the questionings of critics but even as the attraetl on of his own goodness of character jesus drew his
disciples unto himself and his personal presence by his sympathetic touch and feeling in all their infirmities and
needs and by his constantassocaition transformed their characters from the erathly to the heavenly from the selfish
to the sacrificing from the small hearted ignorance and prejudice to largehearted knowledge and profound love for
soulsof all nations and races even so it is the purpose of this book so to presentthe blessed redeemer as to helpthe
readerto come to him face to face herat to heart and find in him even as did the diciples of old jesus the mighty one
who saves ot the uttermost and transforms to his own divine image all of those who come unto god by him yet how
impossibleit is to revealhis life it is like attemptingto putupos canvas the livingrainbow into charaters of black and
white the sweetest music



The Jesus You Never Knew 2012-09
one powerful truth is undeniable if christ had never been born nearly every facet of human life would be worse
discover what the world would have been like without jesus and how some of the world s greatest accomplishments
exist only because he lived we live in a cynical age in which only one prejudice is tolerated anti christian bigotry yet
despite the near constant and attacks against the faith one powerful truth is undeniable if christ had never been
born nearly every aspect of human life would be much more miserable than it is today in what if jesus had never
been born discover christianity s impact on the value of human life helping the poor and education christianity s
impact on world history and the founding of america christianity s contribution to civil liberties science medicine
and economics lives changed by jesus christ the author also examines what happens in a world without christianity
as well as fulfilling the purpose of believers as we move forward arranged topically and presenting compelling little
known historical facts what if jesus had never been born clearly demonstrates that an enormous benefits to
humankind from economics to art to government science to civil liberties morality to health and beyond would
never have occurred had jesus christ not lived

What If Jesus Had Never Been Born? 2008-07-11
award winning author philip yancey strips away the stereotypes and cosy images surrounding the person of jesus to
reveal the powerful and enigmatic reality of the man who changed history images of jesus the sweet christmas card
baby the serene figure with a halo the predictable flannel graph cut out of sunday school have often obscured the
real flesh and blood person behind the myth using the gospel accounts and historical research of first century
palestine philip yancey reveals jesus as full of emotion and passion who shocked and scandalised many of his
contemporaries and whose words and actions cut across all conventions jesus is truly unique and disturbing both to
his own age and to our own this fascinating exploration will challenge those without faith to believe and those with
faith to face the truth

The Jesus I Never Knew 1995
with honesty and humility this book examines ten of christ s difficult sayings and offers practical advice for following
christ

Ten Things I Wish Jesus Never Said 2006
do you believe in miracles before you answer let me share my story i was diagnosed with two fatal lung diseases a
few years ago with not much hope to live a long life the bible says by his stripes you were healed if we could only
receive our healing as we do our salvation we would see more miracles and healings jesus went to the cross for our
healing the same as our salvation read about my total healing with medical proof to confirm it i pray that my
miracle will bless someone that is waiting for their miracle of healing joann rinehart received jesus in her heart and
was baptized in the holy spirit in 1979 joann and her husband harry pastored at the full gospel lighthouse church in
historical gettysburg pennsylvania from 1993 until 2007 she taught children s ministries for 28 years and also led
women s ministries for 13 years among many other titles joann is a mother wife homemaker and grandmother

Jesus Never Fails 2009-05
gold medal winner illumination book awards book of the year christian small publishers if the stuff jesus never said
is the stuff you thought he said then the stuff he did say may surprise you jesus spoke about the stuff of life in stuff
jesus never said paul ellis examines what jesus had to say on subjects ranging from divorce and guilt to depression
and giving using paintings and drawings from the great masters and bible illustrators this book draws a line
between what you may have heard and what jesus actually said stuff jesus never said shatters the myth of the
angry fault finding god and celebrates the god that christ revealed a god who wants you to prosper and live well get
your copy now

Stuff Jesus Never Said 2017-02-27
this book is a passionate and reasoned plea for re examining the traditional teaching that unbelievers are
consigned to eternal punishment in hell instead the hell jesus never intended returns to a concept of hell that is
more in line with our ancestors and their teachings

The Hell Jesus Never Intended 2021-02-14
was jesus a radical innovator or a divine restorer when jesus known to his people as yeshua came on the scene in
first century israel his hearers weren t surprised by his message but by his authority they didn t see him as a
revolutionary teacher but as a reformer of the man made commandments that had been added to the torah like all
of the prophets who came before him to correct the jewish people and draw them back to god his claims to be the
messiah created a divide among the jewish people between those who accepted and those who rejected his divinity
too many modern christians believe jesus came to end judaism and begin something new called christianity but this
misses the point by divorcing yeshua s message from its context in the jewish faith rabbi matt rosenberg of



restoration in seattle washington is a leader in the messianic movement and has a passion for helping jew and
gentile alike understand the message of yeshua as a second generation messianic rabbi with a gentile mother matt
understands the struggles questions and general messiness that accompany merging jewish traditions and christian
customs with the scriptural and historical yeshua in this thoughtfully researched and lovingly presented book rabbi
rosenberg explains how to understand the jewishness of jesus and how it impacts believers then and now
appreciate the bible as one book not two separate testaments mend the misunderstandings between jewish and
gentile believers ask sincere questions and avoid clichéd answers in an honest search for truth integrate the jewish
influence on the ordinances of communion and baptism jewish and gentile believers alike will glean deeper
understanding from jesus never said anything new as rabbi rosenberg builds the case for why the jewishness of
jesus is as relevant for christians and jews today as it was two thousand years ago discovering yeshua apart from
all of the trappings of western culture will build your faith and challenge your walk with the unchanging god of
abraham isaac and jacob

Jesus Never Said Anything New 2023-03
who do you say i am jesus asked no more profound question than this one that he posed to his disciples he asks
that same question of you today the jesus who never lived shows that jesus can be correctly known only through
the reports of those who saw and heard and touched him their portrayals of jesus were affirmed to be genuine by
the early church and become for us the means to discover the jesus who really lived false christs abound in our
world today but you can know for certain the one who is the truth and the life and the only way to god

The Jesus Who Never Lived 2020-02-04
be inspired to pray boldly pray powerfully pray with passion and trade ineffective prayers and lukewarm faith for
raw daring prayers that will transform your daily life do you ever wonder if god answers your prayers do you wish
you could see the evidence that prayer changes lives do you long for more than playing it safe in your faith join new
york times bestselling author craig groeschel as he helps you discover the power of authentically communicating
with god breaking out of the restrictive spiritual safety bubble and expanding your ideas about what s possible with
god the bible tells us that prayer has the power to move god s heart but some prayers move him more than others
he wants more for us than a tepid faith and half hearted routines at the dinner table god called you to a life of
courage not comfort in dangerous prayers groeschel will show you how to pray the prayers that search your soul
break your habits and send you out to pursue the calling god has for you but be warned if you re fine with settling
for what s easy or if you re okay with staying on the sidelines this book isn t for you you ll be challenged you ll be
tested you ll be moved to take a long hard look at your heart but you ll be inspired too dangerous prayers will give
you the encouragement and tools you need to transform the patterns around your daily prayer life truly embrace
and believe in the power of intentional prayer start to pray daring faith filled god honoring life changing world
transforming prayers you ll discover the secret to overcoming fears of loss rejection failure and the unknown and
you ll welcome the blessings god has for you on the other side but best of all you ll gain the courage it takes to pray
dangerous prayers

Dangerous Prayers 2009-05
this book is based upon christ s words and tells you how you can know for sure that you are saved and will spend
eternity in heaven there are many false plans of salvation being taught by the great preachers of today which will
not save you or prevent you from standing before christ at the great white throne judgement when one stands
before christ at this judgement they will be cast into the lake of fire for all eternity michael bowen holds a master s
degree in english technical and professional communication from east carolina university he is currently teaching
college level english composition at a community college and operates an ibm as400 computer at a local hospital
he enjoys astronomy martial arts and reading

I Never Knew You 2019-09-26
who is jesus this question has been asked countless times over the last 2 000 years and has produced dozens of
different answers from theologians priests laymen and even jesus own disciples and apostles have all struggled
with the answer to this question why did jesus come jesus died for the sins of the world and through his atoning
death mankind can be reconciled to holy god this is a basic belief of christianity but what if it is wrong behold the
jesus we never knew god from the beginning provides research of the old testament scriptures and the gospels and
reveals different answers about why jesus came and who he is this books answers questions we did not know we
had but is vitally important for the christian to know for instance 1 what does it mean when we call jesus the christ
or messiah 2 we know jesus as the son of god but what does that mean and how is that possible 3 where did jesus
grow up and what did he do 4 is it true that god requires blood atonement to forgive sin 5 is jesus god or man or
both and how does the scriptures answer these questions

Behold!: The Jesus We Never Knew: God From The Beginning
2009-07-27
nothing was the same after they met him lord parable riddle savior mystery jesus and one thing is certain when



people meet him they re never the same again their lives are changed forever in this book you ll meet some of
those people sometimes we know their names sometimes we don t sometimes we know how their stories ended
sometimes they ve disappeared into the sands of time in every case though the stories you re about to read are
based on actual true events all of these storytellers met the story himself each story includes personal reflections
and study questions dealing with topics like questioning your faith dealing with temptation making choices loving
jesus more than just good stories you ll find opportunities to learn life lessons grow closer to god and deepen your
faith step into the stories of those who walked with jesus and be changed forever

Never the Same 2010-10-01
why would anyone think jesus never existed isn t it perfectly reasonable to accept that he was a real first century
figure as it turns out no nailed sheds light on ten beloved christian myths and with evidence gathered from
historians across the theological spectrum shows how they point to a jesus christ created solely through allegorical
alchemy of hope and imagination a messiah transformed from a purely literary theological construct into the
familiar figure of jesus in short a purely mythic christ

Nailed: Ten Christian Myths That Show Jesus Never Existed at All
1994
the main purpose of the present volume is to set forth the evidence for believing in the historical reality of jesus
existence upon earth by way of approach the characteristic features of more recent opinion regarding the historical
jesus have been surveyed and on the other hand the views of those who deny his existence have been examined in
detail the negative arguments have been carefully analyzed in order accurately to comprehend the problem preface

What If Jesus Had Never Been Born? 2004-08-01
this book disproves a two thousand year old foundation of christianity and replaces it with the original two lessons
of jesus a much simpler approach to god that appeals to all men of faith

If Jesus Never Came 1912
maybe youre a part of the great majority of people in the world who dont go to church or maybe you used to go to
church and you dont go anymore you may even be the person who is going to church and walking away every time
feeling worse than when you came or wondering what the point was but what if your idea of church is flawed what if
the thing youre staying away from the thing you decided to leave or any collection of bad experiences is actually a
false impression of what jesus and his church are really all about and what if you realized that although jesus
started this thing called the church and is in charge of it jesus never actually said that you are supposed to go to
church jesus never said to go to church but he did say that he would build his church and he did say that his
followers would be his church thats right jesus invites you to follow him and to never go to church again so if youre
open to giving church another chance or seeing it for what jesus always intended for it to be then prepare to
discover within these pages what you may have been missingbut looking forall along

The Historicity of Jesus 2017-11-20
don t settle for a lukewarm christian life no one chooses a less than life but sometimes it happens sometimes
without being aware of the change our faith becomes apathetic and bland fortunately there is a way to be free from
a lukewarm life compelling and transformative never settle challenges every christian to move past the boundaries
of complacency and live courageously one faithful act at a time it is a tangible and encouraging reminder that your
everyday decisions habits and relationships have incredible potential for world changing redemptive impact author
greg holder offers a fresh vision for the church to boldly follow jesus into the world dripping with christian
compassion and driven to reach people with radical love offering a practical plan for stepping forward in faith and
resting in the power of the holy spirit never settle will transform your spiritual life and send you forward with new
motivation because you yes you are called to be a part of what god is doing in the world this is the best of both an
all out challenge to live differently as followers of christ and a beautiful reminder of who we are in him sadie
robertson huff speaker and new york times bestselling author a practical road map that will lead you out of a
lukewarm bland faith into a vibrant kingdom life edgar sandoval sr president of world vision us this puts culture
loving people and being a world changer into their proper perspective enveloped within god s word i cannot say
amen any louder john cooper leader singer and founder of skillet

Two Lessons of Jesus 101-01-01
1 in 1951 roger and margaret fox packed up two small children and a few meager possessions and set off to japan
to serve as missionaries they found a country still recovering from the devastation of war they started language
studies to be able to communicate the gospel of jesus christ to the people who a few years earlier were the enemy
they learned new ways to live they experienced new customs and ways of thinking they spent three terms of
christian service over fifteen years before they worked themselves out of a job by building a national church with a
national pastor in charge of the still growing congregation of believers this is their story



The Unstoppable Jesus Christ 2014-01-20
did you know that paul the apostle to the gentiles had never been an apostle did you know that christianity had
begun over 17 years after the crucifixion and had never been the religion of the apostles did you know that before
80 ce no one had had any notion of jesus having disciples jesus having made profound statements jesus having
performed miracles or jesus having actually been seen alive after his crucifixion and did you know that no one
knows who the gospel writers had been that their first audience had known their gospel accounts to have been
aggadic fiction and that it had been corrupt christian leaders of the second century who had declared the gospel
accounts to have been the authentic word of god even though internal evidence has always shown that they re not
false messiah discloses a small portion of the information that a well informed christian clergy has consciously kept
from the awareness of their christian congregations for anyone who has ever been asked have you accepted jesus
christ as your personal lord and savior false messiah provides clear and irrefutable proof that the answer should
always be an emphatic no as an academic response to the dishonest promotion of religious based ignorance false
messiah is a valuable addition to anyone s arsenal of truth and knowledge

I Don't Go to Church 2022
under oath now testify confess who names resurrection good later than bad friday seem like funeral respect bad
friday ice cream later who names good lasers later who names good piano later who names good sex rapture later
who names good resurrection dayyyyyyys later who names good later than bad friday

Jesus Said, I NEVER KNEW YOU 2020-09-15
religion teaches us that we have to earn god s love through our performances that we have to get our lives together
and live right before god can ever love us we cannot earn god s love no one can he chose to love us even before
the foundation of the earth in spite of us god hates sin but he loves the sinner and wants the best for us he chose to
love us before we ever heard or thought about him he chose to love us even when we were sinners unworthy and
helpless it was his great love for us that moved him to send his son jesus into the world to die for us on the cross so
we can have relationship with him and enjoy life to the full his love for us is not dependent on us but on who he is
god is love and he will never stop loving you because of what jesus did for you and nothing can take away his love
for you

Never Settle 2022-08-01
this book is a credit to jesus christ who sustained the author through repeated and prolonged abuses of
unmentionable proportions for several decades the 1 purpose of this book is to glorify jesus who is the great
physician of impossible shatters abuse and heart shreds even amid emotional comatose and poly fragmented
dissociation the 2 purpose of the book is to identify with the broken rejected and abused and to commend you all
for your strength and survival it is written as a voice for all the survivors of abuse and for those who may be
currently trapped as a victim it is written as a source of inspiration to offer hope to those who are on the healing
journey or desire to begin this journey to hope healing and freedom the 3 purpose of the book is as a resource for
those who are open minded enough to be willing to learn how to understand and help the broken and abused and
receive a deeper comprehension of the realities they face we cannot correctly represent jesus if we cannot see the
abused and brokenhearted through his eyes and heart when we truly see them through his heart and eyes we will
be propelled into compassionate action just as jesus was this book addresses and gives hope for abuse issues and
aftermath on every level that many may prefer to shove under the carpet this includes not only the various abuses
out there but some of the aftermath such as extreme emotional agony suicide dissociation rejection ptsd and
satanic bondage the enemy of our soul loves darkness and delights to feed on the unresolved anguish and
footholds that are buried in his closets with god s help the enemy and his tactics must be exposed and those whom
he has wounded and or holds captive must be freed for he is defeated through the blood of the great physician
jesus christ

Jesus Never Fails 2016-07-12
bible teachers have an ideal model for evaluating their pedagogy the master teacher jesus read through the
gospels and you quickly reach the conclusion that jesus was a dynamic remarkably effective teacher never boring
always stimulating never obtuse always clear never pompous or distant always personal and lovingly concerned Ó
writes roy zuck zuck explores jesus involvement of students in the learning process his modeling of truth his
method of responding to questions his use of rhetorical technique visuals and illustrations and his attitude toward
those who sat under his instruction zuck covers the rabbi s overall style and its impact on disciples the general
public and those who rejected him

False Messiah 2012-07-01
the author of this book rutherford draws a comparison between the historical events of his time and biblical
prophecies in conclusion he states that many of the events speaking of the end of times had actually happened and
that the final end of the world would come in 1925 among other interesting facts it describes the religious values of



napoleonic campaigns and other political events

Jesus Was Never Supposed to Die. and Sexy Stuff. Things They
Never Told Me. 2015-12-01
is god a wrathful judge a gentle healer a father brother friend in the relentless tenderness of jesus brennan
manning brings you to a deeper understanding of the true nature of god through poignant and unforgettable stories
and challenging observations manning helps you stretch your mind and reject simplistic explanations of who god
really is with rich insights you ll see how god can at once be a roaring lion pacing the globe and seeking you out and
simultaneously a tender lamb there to comfort you in any time of need a unique experience this book will forever
change the way you think about god

God Will Never Stop Loving You 2014-05
the author of jesus as god and from grave to glory resurrection in the new testament now presents a study of what
ancient non bilical writers said about jesus of nazareth as well as a thoughtful harmonization of the gospel
resurrection narratives

JESUS NEVER WASTES PAIN 2002-01-09
as young boy of eight years old raised in an abusive home where there was no love naturally i was in search of
something else i had heard in church how god was all about love and that he could help me if i would be saved
sounded good to me therefore i came to god so i thought i had the wrong idea of god and how he was going to work
in my life as time went on things seemed to start getting worse instead of better there was more abuse and i
started spending time in the street instead of home at the age of fifteen i was an alcoholic and a chain smoker i had
already tried to commit suicide once by this time and by the time i was seventeen i was a full fledged junkie i hated
god for abandoning me i thought to myself if this is how it is with god then i am better off without him and lived my
life accordingly later on in my life i would become a member of a satanic occult and again try to commit suicide
constantly trying to end my life because i felt i was no good to myself anyone else and especially god but it just
seemed like the more i tried the less i would succeed god kept interfering he just would not let me die i did not
know why and i asked him god why won t you just let me die moreover that question would change my life forever i
thought it was because he was trying to get back at me but on the contrary he was going to use me to help those
like me there are those who think that their life is just too far gone and that they are just too bad to be used by god
this simply is not true no matter how young old or bad you think you are it is never too late for god i hope to show
you this through this testimony that there is still hope and that it is not about whom we are but who jesus is it is not
about what we have done but it is about what jesus has done honestly we will never be good enough but because
what jesus has done we have been made good enough through him nevertheless like me as a young person there
are those who have the wrong idea of god and his grace because of lack of knowledge and going off other peoples
relationships with god it is not until we have a true understanding of god and the character of god and actually start
applying his principles and precepts does it start to make a difference in our lives

Teaching As Jesus Taught 2019-12-04
the various contributions intend to demonstrate for what reason miracle stories were told in different religious
political and historical circumstances all authors are experts in their field and position the narrating of miracle
stories within a specific literary and religio historical context

The Harp of God: Proof Conclusive That Millions Now Living Will
Never Die 2004-02-01

The Relentless Tenderness of Jesus 2008-12-26

Three Crucial Questions about Jesus 2014-08-02

God why won't you just let me die? 1880

Expository Thoughts on the Gospels 1896



Jesus Christ Before His Ministry 2006-02-23

Wonders Never Cease
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